GETTING STARTED

BEFORE USING YOUR HMT DEVICE, YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1. Install the Applicable app on your phone.
2. Assemble the HMT Head measurement tool (The driver head and the driver head cover).
3. Mark the head of the iron (Resting surface and then around the HMT cover). (The HMT cover prevents damage to the HMT)

APPLYING CLUB MARKERS

[Diagram of applying club markers]

Marker placement on drivers

[Diagram of marker placement on drivers]

Marker placement on irons

[Diagram of marker placement on irons]

Q&A

For comprehensive support information, including in-depth vehicle information, go to www.hmt.com/support.

REGISTER YOUR HMT TODAY

Register your HMT and Foreign Eports product today at www.hmt.com/register.

QUICK START GUIDE

IMPORTANT: Before applying markers, remove all tape (marking tape or tape used for the HMT) to prevent manufacturer damage and incorrect readings.

[Image of marker sheet]

Remove the marker from the marker sheet using the clear peel tab. Avoid touching the marker with your finger.